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Dust To DustAre you self-organizing dust that becomes alive if it is arranged in just the right

way? Are you dust that had life breathed into it by “God”, as the Book of Genesis says? Are

you dust that links to a mind and is animated by the mind so long as the link remains

functional? Well, what are you? Do you know? If you don’t know, shouldn’t you be trying to

know? Go on, what is your quintessence? Write it down. If you can’t, what does that say about

you?Here’s an astounding thing. Feeling types, sensing types, intuitive types and thinking types

all have totally different ideas about the “dust” from which the Bible said we came. Do you

understand why? Come inside and find out why you hold the beliefs you do. Your beliefs would

be totally different if you had a different personality type. Doesn’t that disturb you?If you were

born in a different part of the world, to different parents, you would have completely different

religious beliefs. Equally, if you were born with a different personality type, you would relate

entirely differently to the world and believe totally different things about the nature of

reality.Don’t you want to rise above all these contingencies and know what the absolute,

objective truth is? Why not?!
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MindConclusionInfinite in Faculty“I have of late – but wherefore I know not – lost all my mirth,

forgone all custom of exercises, and indeed it goes so heavily with my disposition that this

goodly frame, the earth, seems to me a sterile promontory; this most excellent canopy, the air –

look you, this brave o'erhanging firmament, this majestical roof fretted with golden fire – why, it

appears no other thing to me than a foul and pestilent congregation of vapors. What a piece of

work is a man! How noble in reason, how infinite in faculty! In form and moving how express

and admirable! In action how like an angel, in apprehension how like a god! The beauty of the

world. The paragon of animals. And yet, to me, what is this quintessence of dust?” – William

Shakespeare, HamletWhat is existence made of? Isn’t that the fundamental question? If we

know what existence is made of, we can work out everything about existence, since existence

simply reflects the properties of its constituent parts. There are no puzzles, no mysteries, no

emergent miracles.The fundamental units – the building blocks – of existence must have very

special properties since they are required to explain everything. What properties must the core

constituents of existence have in order to assemble the universe from them? They must have

universal properties. This is a fundamental point. To understand the universe, we must identify

those things that have the most universal properties. We are in no way engaged in identifying

things with the least universal, most particular, properties.Every experiment conducted by

science is about the particular. There is no universal experiment that can be conducted, so

there is no means for science to identify the core units of existence, with their universal

properties. But we don’t need to perform any experiments. What constitutes “the most universal

properties” is not a scientific question – given that science only addresses sensory particulars

– but something that belongs strictly to the domain of reason and logic, i.e., we can rationally

and logically work out what things have the most universal properties.The necessary analysis

identifies the mathematical sinusoidal wave as the fundamental unit of existence. However,

sinusoidal waves do not exist in isolation. They are not free-floating. They are organized in

complete (universal) sets. One universal set is known as a monad (from the Greek monas,

meaning “unit”). This is the functional unit of existence. In religious terms, it is an eternal soul. It

could also be called an eternal and necessary mind.To say that the monad is the basic

universal is equivalent to saying that it can perform all of the basic operations of the universe

on its own. However, a monad does not exist in isolation. Each monad belongs to the universal

set of monads. This constitutes the Universal Mind, which, in religious terms, is none other

than God. “God” is a Hive Mind: a Mind made of minds. That’s exactly why God often seems to

be of many minds rather than one mind. It’s why God’s behavior seems on so many occasions

to be fantastically odd and incomprehensible. It’s all because God is not a single Mind with a

single purpose. God’s name is Legion, for he is Many. God is so strange because he is

internally riven by conflict. Each of the minds of which he is made thinks it is God and wants to

be in charge. Can you imagine what you would be like if all your brain cells competed rather

than cooperated, if your brain was made of countless sub-brains, each with its own agenda?



One monad = a universal collection of basis thoughts.God, the Hive Mind = a universal

collection of basis monads.All monads within the Hive Mind interact with each other, meaning

that their basis thoughts also interact, thus creating a system of collective thinking as well as

individual thinking. Collective thinking is objective because all minds take part in it. Individual

thinking is subjective because only one mind engages in it.There is no higher level – e.g., a

Hive God (which would be a universal collection of basis Gods) – because this would equate to

a Multiverse, but where all the universes, like monads, interact with each other, which would

lead to formal Chaos and the dissolution of the whole system since universes would be

clashing head-on with each other, in an infinitely more destructive version of the Big Bang, one

which never reaches a stable state and stable evolutionary trajectory.By Occam’s razor and the

Principle of Sufficient Reason (PSR), there can only be one “God”, one Hive Mind, one

Universe. The sufficient reason for this state of affairs is that all other possible “solutions” are

infinitely unstable, hence cannot exist.It can never be emphasized enough that existence in

itself must be infinitely stable. It must be something inherently capable of eternal existence in

its mode of Being, and endless recycling in its mode of Becoming. One universe, interacting

only with itself, can endlessly recycle itself, just as a sinusoidal wave does. Infinite universes,

all interacting with each other, can never reach a collective end in order to recycle themselves

via a collective new beginning, hence no stable system of Being and Becoming can ever be

established.Another way to look at it is in terms of initial conditions. One universe has its own

initial conditions at the Big Bang (in relation to precisely how its particular Big Bang unfolds).

Infinite universes, with each universe necessarily having its own initial conditions (its own

unique Big Bang), cannot coexist since their different initial conditions would fatally contradict

each other and cause infinitely unstable chaos. Think of the Butterfly Effect. Think of each

universe as a butterfly fluttering its wings and causing a hurricane in the rest of the Multiverse,

and this is true of every universe in the Multiverse, leading to infinite colliding hurricanes!The

problem of each universe in a Multiverse having its own initial conditions is somewhat akin to

each universe having, in some sense, its own laws of physics, incompatible with those of any

other universe. Since this state involves an explicit contradiction – you cannot have one system

obeying infinite contradictory laws – it is explicitly excluded by the PSR, hence cannot be part

of an eternal rational and logical system.You can have one Big Bang at a time. You cannot

have infinite Big Bangs occurring together. You can have an infinite succession of Big Bang

universes, not infinite simultaneous Big Bang universes. The infinite succession is infinitely

stable. The infinite simultaneous occurrence is infinitely unstable.Science, with its talk of

existence randomly emerging from non-existence for no reason, is the paradigmatic example of

a totally unstable, and thus impossible, solution being presented as the answer to existence.Do

you see that no one ever has to undertake any scientific experiments to know such things?

Reason and logic do all the heavy lifting. Reason and logic do not exist as science (an

empirical subject), but as ontological mathematics (the quintessential rational subject).With

science, it’s impossible to conduct universal philosophy (science paradigmatically excludes

everything other than the empirical, material, local, and particular). With ontological

mathematics, universal philosophy – the ability to explain everything – is the whole

point.Science is about sensory particulars. Ontological mathematics is about rational and

logical universals. These are two totally different – almost diametrically opposed – systems of

thinking about reality. Only ontological mathematics is rational and logical. Science is empirical,

a term which can usually be translated as “irrational and illogical”. Empiricism routinely makes

insane claims – such as the denial of causation because it is not an empirical observable.

Science, an empirical subject, makes a host of impossible claims, such as: existence comes



from non-existence; there is no causation, only randomness and probabilism; mind comes from

mindless matter; life comes from lifeless matter; material things without free will can generate

the “illusion” of free will; consciousness can “emerge” from things with no minds; objects can

produce subjectivity; reality is fundamentally random, or statistical; and so on. The fallacious

claims are legion.Scientific materialism is actually only good at one thing: modeling observable

material systems. Now, however, it’s plagued by dark matter and dark energy, which are said to

account for more than 95% of the universe, even though no scientist knows what they are!At

no time is science ever embarrassed by the crazy claims it makes. It ought to be. It ridicules the

silly claims of religion, while treating its own equally silly claims with total reverence and

seriousness … because they’re “empirical”. In fact, most empirical claims are not actually

empirical. You can’t say that it has been empirically demonstrated that causation does not

exist, given that acausation has never been empirically demonstrated either – and one or the

other must be true! Empiricism can’t actually say anything about causation because empiricism

can neither confirm nor deny the existence of causation for the simple reason that causation

isn’t empirical! It’s rational.The constituent parts of existence all have to belong to a single

existential system, directed by a single existential principle, i.e., everything obeys the same

laws; everything perfectly communicates with everything else.All you need is one formula to

define existence. It needs to be a formula so powerful that it captures every aspect of

existence. Science seeks a formula that defines all matter and all material interactions. In other

words, it seeks to define “dust” (matter), while scrupulously ignoring what creates dust and can

animate dust (the quintessence of dust, so to speak).Ontological mathematics has a radically

different approach. It seeks a formula to define mind and all mental interactions. The

fundamental unit of existence isn’t anything material. It’s actually thought. Existence is made of

basis thoughts, organized as individual minds.Nothing is more universal than basis thoughts.

With basis thoughts, we can make everything else: all minds and all matter. A full set of basis

thoughts constitutes one subjective mind, and all the subjective minds collectively project their

thoughts to create “objective matter” (a “physical” universe), which they subjectively experience

in their various individual ways.So, the “quintessence of dust” is thought. Thought is the

quintessence of everything.Existence is thought. We are all thought and we all exist within a

giant thought, a universal system of thought, of thinking, of purposeful minds seeking to

optimize themselves and maximize their power.The quintessential model for all of reality is

none other than the dream, the most astounding yet underestimated phenomenon of all. With a

dream, a dreamer – using nothing but the dreamer’s own thoughts – can create worlds, people,

animals, things … anything. Nobel laureate Erwin Schrödinger said, “When in the puppet-show

of dreams we hold in hand the strings of quite a number of actors, controlling their actions and

their speech, we are not aware of this being so. Only one of them is myself, the dreamer. In him

I act and speak immediately, while I may be awaiting eagerly and anxiously what another one

will reply.”Dreams are the ultimate “sandbox”. Wikipedia says, “A sandbox is a testing

environment that isolates untested code changes and outright experimentation from the

production environment or repository.” With a subjective dream, your mind can conduct any

experiment it can think of, without interfering with the objective world (the production

environment of the Hive Mind). Yet a dream is so realistic that it cannot be distinguished from

reality by the dreamer. That’s because a dream is qualitatively the same as reality. Subjective

dreams differ from reality quantitatively, but that aspect is not measured by the mind. The mind

experiences the qualitative aspect, and the quality of dreams and reality is the same, hence

why they are so easily confused.'= '= '=The Book of Genesis says, “Then the Lord God formed a

man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man



became a living being.”Was humanity made from dust and did it then have life – something

fundamentally different from it – breathed into it? This would constitute a dualism … the body is

made of dust but is not alive, while life is something separate and is inserted by some (divine)

means into a material body.According to science, if you assemble “dust” (matter) in just the

right way, it becomes alive. Nothing needs to be breathed into it.So, did Adam need no God?

Was Adam made from lifeless, mindless, purposeless atoms which, when randomly assembled

in just the right way, became alive and conscious?Or was Adam made of 1-D strings? Is “dust”

made of peculiar filaments of single-dimensional energy?Can things that are inherently not

alive become alive just by organizing them “in the right way”? That’s what science claims. It

refuses to countenance anything external to matter being added to matter to create

life.Existence has to be made of something. Whatever it’s made of must have extraordinary

properties and be able to support both mind and matter in a rational, logical way.People

typically become overwhelmed by possibility. They imagine that existence could be just about

anything, and they prefer the most exotic ideas. In fact, there is no abundance of possibilities.

The exact opposite is true. Only one thing qualifies for the ground of everything. Everything is

made of sinusoidal waves, which are basis thoughts.Since existence is made of thought, it’s

mental. A full set of basis thoughts constitutes one mind, hence everything is inherently related

to mind.Sinusoidal waves can be combined, via ontological Fourier mathematics, to create

spacetime functions. These functions are inherently related to matter. They constitute what

science interprets as “matter”.Thus sinusoidal waves, which are mental frequencies in one

aspect, and spacetime (material) functions in another aspect, have, uniquely, the essential

property of linking mind and matter.Descartes said that mind is unextended thinking substance

while matter is extended non-thinking substance. We can now understand this decisive

scheme in terms of mind being about dimensionless frequency functions and matter being

about dimensional spacetime functions. They do not form a dualistic system with a catastrophic

interaction problem (how do two completely different substances coexist and interact?), but

instead belong to a dual-aspect mathematical monism, allowing mind and matter to coexist

within a single monistic mathematical system. There is no interaction problem. Interaction is

seamlessly built into the system via forward and inverse ontological Fourier transforms. Minds

are frequency domains while bodies are spacetime domains. Ontological Fourier mathematics

is what mathematically links the frequency domain of mind to the spacetime domain of matter

and thus allows mind and matter to interact, and enables minds to control bodies and bodies to

send information back to minds to ensure the mind can factor in what is happening in the

spacetime domain.Science refuses to accept that reality is mathematical. It believes only in

spacetime bodies and so it is forced to claim that mind “emerges” from matter when you

organize certain kinds of mindless matter in certain kinds of ways.Physicist Brian Cox said,

“We are the cosmos made conscious and life is the means by which the universe understands

itself.” Why would a universe of mindless, lifeless, purposeless things have any desire to

understand itself? Why would such a universe have any interest in life and mind, or any

capacity to generate them?You cannot get life from the lifeless. That’s logic 101. You cannot get

mind from the mindless. You cannot get purpose from the purposeless. These are all logical

impossibilities.A material universe cannot understand itself. It has absolutely no desire to

understand itself. It wouldn’t know how to understand itself. It doesn’t have the wherewithal.

Only minds are in the understanding game. Every mind is alive. Every mind is purposeful.

Every mind wants to know what its existence is all about. That’s why we live in a mental

universe of thought, and not a material universe of “dust”.We are thinking parts of a thinking

universe, not thinking parts of a universe that cannot think (!) because it is made of non-



thinking, mindless, lifeless things (material things). It’s impossible for a materialist to explain

how matter – non-thinking substance – thinks. Materialists then have to resort to miracles.

They claim that thinking “emerges” from specific matter organized in specific ways. They don’t

explain how it does so, they just state it – because they sure as hell won’t accept any

alternative. They will never accept that mind thinks and in fact thinks matter into

existence.Matter is simply thought organized in a certain way, the exact opposite of what

science claims.Everything comes down to the fact that scientists are sensing types who believe

only in matter. They believe that our senses alone can put us in contact with material reality.

Ontological mathematicians, by contrast, are thinking types who know that thought alone exists

and makes everything that seems to be other than thought. Two universal thoughts are key to

allowing mind to “alienate” itself: the framing thoughts of space and time.The Evolution of

ConsciousnessHumans were once completely unconscious. They were just like apes, trapped

in the life of instinctual creatures, stuck at the level of genes.The profoundest question of all in

relation to the earth is how did humans move beyond mere biology? There are countless

animal species on earth, but only humans are conscious. Darwin’s theory of evolution certainly

doesn’t answer why.Imagine a world without consciousness. The dinosaurs ruled the world for

165 million years. What did they achieve? If we hadn’t dug up their bones, we would never

have known they even existed. Look at what humanity has done in the last five thousand years.

We have conquered the world. Evidence of our extraordinary existence is everywhere. Ours is

no mere biological, instinctual existence. We have released the astounding power of

consciousness.Animals have no idea what we have achieved. They would need consciousness

to appreciate us. Consciousness, fully developed, is the greatest power in the universe. It can

transform the universe. It’s the God property. The Biblical Tree of Knowledge was really the

Tree of Consciousness. God knew that if humanity ate from it, it would rival God. And that’s

exactly what happened.Consciousness overcomes mere biology. Consciousness brings

knowledge and culture. Before humanity, the world had no culture. It was simply geosphere,

hydrosphere, biosphere, and atmosphere. There was no culture sphere, no noosphere.On

what possible basis could science ever explain the rise of a culture sphere on a planet? It can’t

even explain the biosphere. After all, how can lifeless matter produce life?The greatest mystery

of existence is arguably how culture arises in a biosphere. Science has literally no interest in

fundamental questions like this. It lacks all curiosity for the most important questions. All it

cares about is mindless, lifeless, consciousness-free, culture-free matter. Isn’t it amazing that

these people, these scientists, are so incurious about their own consciousness, their own mind,

their own life, and so drawn to, so compelled by, matter? Does that actually constitute a mental

illness?A feeling type is invested in human feelings. An intuitive type is invested in human

intuitions. A thinking type is invested in the processes of thought. But sensing types – scientists

– aren’t interested in the interior, in the human. They are all about what’s “out there” – the

material world.It’s remarkable how existence gives rise to instinctual creatures. It’s even more

remarkable how it gives rise to creatures which can overcome instinct.Before Adam and Eve

ate from the Tree of Knowledge, they were unconscious and instinctual. They had an idyllic life.

Being naked meant nothing to them. No animal is ever worried about its nakedness. Have you

ever seen an animal trying to cover itself? After they ate, Adam and Eve were conscious. They

had transcended instinct. The first sign of their new state was their immediate awareness of

their nakedness. This was the first time that any creatures on earth had ever even thought

about nakedness and had ever conceived of being “clothed”.In reality, the first humans were no

doubt naked like all other animals. It wasn’t for reasons of sexual shame that they put on

clothes. They did it to keep warm, and to protect and shield their bodies. But as sex rapidly



rose up in the human priority list, clothes were also used to conceal or to entice, just as they

are today.The tale of the Tree of Knowledge is, in Jungian terms, the tale of the birth of the ego

(consciousness) and its attendant persona (masked consciousness). As soon as Adam and

Eve were conscious, they wanted to “hide”. They expressed this desire through wanting to hide

their bodies, by being clothed. Look at young children. They don’t care about being naked.

They have no ego and no persona. They say things no adult would ever say. Adults smile and

laugh at the “inappropriate” behavior of children. After all, it’s just a phase the children are

going through. They will grow up and become just like the adults. Totally masked.Adam and

Eve were, in effect, young children before they encountered the serpent of knowledge and ate

the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge. Knowledge transformed them. Knowledge made them

conscious. It conferred an ego on them, and the ego immediately wanted to shield itself, so it

invented its mask, the persona. An individual could think one thing, yet have a persona which

said something else. That’s the birth of civilization right there. If everyone actually said what

they were thinking, we would all kill each other. The persona is the means we use to pretend

we are thinking something else, and that allows us to have functional social relationships with

other people.Animals get on instinctually, and fight instinctually. No ego is ever involved, and no

persona. You can watch two dogs viciously fighting with each other, and then they get pulled

away by their owners and seconds later each dog is behaving as if nothing ever happened. It’s

all forgotten. Humans would be fuming for days on end about such an encounter. That’s

because humans can consciously reflect on the event. Animals cannot. They’re not

conscious.Dog lovers think their pet dog is unique. To non-dog lovers, every dog of the same

type seems exactly the same. You could replace one dog with another of the same type and

not notice at all, because dogs are little more than the ingenious automata Descartes

considered all animals to be. They are programmed. They are archetypal. They are instinctual.

All humans were once like that, and even today most people are stereotypes, behaving

algorithmically, which is why they are so easily controlled by Big Tech.Who are the people Big

Tech can’t get to? They are the ones that don’t have smartphones. They are off the main

grid.It’s astounding how humanity has failed to understand what consciousness is and how it

differs from instinct. Instinct is innate. Anyone who imagines that consciousness is innate is

then unable to distinguish it from instinct.Consciousness trumps instinct exactly because it is

not innate. We acquire it through education, through learning language, and training our brain

to respond to manmade language commands. It’s language that breaks us free from instinct.

Instinct is innate programming. It never changes. Consciousness, proceeding by way of

language, is our acquired programming language, which we can continuously modify. What are

“ideas”? They are consciousness hacks which can completely change our programming and

transform our behavior and knowledge.Basically, consciousness takes our programming

language from inside us where we can do nothing about it (animals can’t override their

instincts) and places it outside us – in culture, in the education system – where we can modify

it at will and thus totally change how we behave. Therefore, consciousness can be expanded

through superior knowledge and higher language skills. Instead, humanity keeps imagining that

consciousness is all about subjective experience (sentience), something that every animal

possesses.All animals on earth experience the world, but only humans are conscious. Only

humans have language and conscious knowledge. Animals only have instinctual

knowledge.Because humans can’t distinguish between sentience and consciousness,

countless humans think they can expand their consciousness via drugs. What they are actually

doing is artificially expanding their range of sentience experiences, not their consciousness.

They simply have weird drug-induced sensory experiences to add to their normal, drugs-free



sensory experiences.In the same vein, many humans believe that praying, meditating, and

being mindful, “expand consciousness”. They don’t. They put the mind in an unusual sentient

state, and this unusual mental state is then mistaken for “higher consciousness”. It’s not. The

whole of Eastern mysticism and New Ageism flows from a fundamental misunderstanding of

what consciousness is. Consciousness is something we acquire, which then differentiates us

from animals, not something innate to us and to the universe.The fallacy at the heart of

Eastern mysticism and New Ageism is that the universe itself (as opposed to living beings

within the universe) is conscious, is aware, is experiencing itself. Once you subscribe to this

fallacy, you immediately start to imagine that you can leave behind individual consciousness

and instead link to cosmic consciousness. This transition from the individual to the universal is

imagined to be blissful, to remove all anxiety, fear, illness, trouble, and so on, since the

universe is imagined to be all-powerful (to be God, basically), hence cannot suffer and cannot

experience reality as anything other than divine. So, the move from troubled individual

consciousness to ecstatic universal consciousness is rapidly regarded as the point of

existence, the meaning and purpose of everything.Everything that is thought to bring about this

change from the individual to the universal perspective is revered. People imagine that

meditation, mindfulness, prayer, spirituality and drugs can all effect the desired change in

consciousness. None of these people ever says that you expand your consciousness through

knowledge and understanding, through reason and logic, through using manmade language to

work out what reality’s own language is. In fact, you attain “universal consciousness” purely by

learning and fully internalizing reality’s own universal language of ontological mathematics. You

become God when you speak the same language as reality and can consciously change

reality in the same way that your unconscious mind unconsciously changes its reality during its

dreams.All the mystics literally take themselves further away from real cosmic consciousness

and higher consciousness because they don’t have a clue what consciousness is. They can’t

define it. It’s disastrous to cast consciousness in terms of feelings (“oceanic feelings”) or

perceptions (expanded sentience), yet this is exactly what all of these people do. They

absolutely never conceive of consciousness as cognitive, as being all about thinking and the

intellect. That’s because these people are never bright and do not rate knowledge and thinking,

which they dismiss as abstract nonsense, divorced from reality. They conceive of reality purely

in terms of concrete feelings, concrete sensations and perceptions, and concrete intuitions.

They absolutely never regard thinking as concrete even though they wouldn’t be able to

consciously think about reality if it weren’t!Why do Eastern mystics and New Agers love the

idea of “karma” so much? If you imagine that the universe itself is conscious then why wouldn’t

you also imagine that it is moral? God is naturally conceived as moral, and so if you believe the

universe is God then you just as naturally assign morality to the universe. Morality is therefore

present in every part of the universe, so you believe, hence is a kind of force, like gravity. It’s

the universe’s moral force. Moreover, it has a moral memory and can keep track of what

everyone has done.If you imagine that the universe possesses inherent morality and an

inherent memory of all moral actions ever committed then it quickly follows that you can

imagine that it can in real-time “teach” people moral lessons and alter the facts of their lives to

ensure they experience the karmic consequences of their actions.Let’s leave out the technical

details of how karma supposedly affects genes, matter, gravity, electromagnetism, family

selection, environment, illness, and everyone’s behavior. No “expert” on karma ever goes into

that, do they?The most bizarre thing about karmic theory is that “enlightenment” is not

conceived as reaching karmic perfection (perfect morality, we might say), but in escaping from

karma, from the whole karmic system. But how can you escape karma if it’s part of the



universe? No believer in karma says that you can escape from the consciousness of the

universe, yet karma must be part of that consciousness. It can’t be something separate from

cosmic consciousness, operating independently of consciousness (which would mean it was

acting without conscious intent, hence would be incapable of exercising conscious moral

judgment).Are animals karmic? How can you judge the karma of a shark, or a lion, or a hawk?

None of these creatures can ever become “enlightened”. Why not? Because none of them is

conscious, hence none is a moral agent exercising free will in their moral choices. How can you

karmically punish or reward a creature that doesn’t even know what karma is?Does God want

to escape from his own morality? Isn’t his morality defined to be intrinsic to him? How then can

the universe wish to escape from its own karmic nature and be “trans-karmic”? How can that

be what “enlightenment” is? It’s like saying that God becomes enlightened when he repudiates

his own morality … when he becomes the Devil! Or when he transcends morality and becomes

“beyond good and evil.”To understand the difference between Western and Eastern religion,

you need only grasp that Western religion is theistic and Eastern religion pantheistic. So, the

West imagines God as a conscious, moral being who creates the universe and judges the

souls in the universe, which are claimed to have free will and thus moral agency and

accountability. The East imagines God as the universe itself. The universe is conscious and

moral (karmic) and is constantly karmically responding to the actions of all the souls in the

universe. However, the Eastern theology does not claim, as it could and perhaps should, that

the task is to become morally (karmically) perfect, at which point the individual unites with

cosmic consciousness. Rather, it associates karma with continual rebirth and asserts that if

you want to stop being reborn and thus unite with cosmic consciousness then you must

liberate yourself from karma.Alasdair Forsythe wrote, “Samsara is a Sanskrit word often used

to describe the cycles of life, be that the cycle of reincarnation, the cycle of heaven and hell,

the cycle of karma resulting in good times and bad times (whether in one life or across

reincarnations.) It has been said that a Buddha is one who has escaped Samsara, who is now

no longer affected by karma, no longer trapped within its grasp.”Rather than become karmically

perfect, you become non-karmic hence you are no longer part of the karmic moral order. That

is defined as “enlightenment”. It’s like saying that God becomes truly God only when he ceases

to be moral. It’s a fantastically weird idea.Alasdair Forsythe wrote, “I’m going to jump right in

the deep end and say it outright: the cycles don’t exist, at least not how you imagine them. It’s

an illusion and always has been. There is no Samsara and no karma. That is what the Buddha

knows and that is why they are unaffected. One cannot be affected by something that does not

exist.”So, most Eastern mystics and Western New Agers believe that karma is a real thing.

Now we are told that it is actually an illusion. There’s no such thing. You often hear advocates

of karma blabbering on about “cause and effect”, but cause and effect doesn’t apply to non-

existence. The advocates of karma say it’s a real force, just like gravity. Do you ever hear any

scientist saying that gravity is an illusion, that it doesn’t actually exist and is invented by the

mind? How come karma exists when people need it to explain Samsara, and then doesn’t exist

when people need to explain how to escape from Samsara? Real things don’t behave like that.

If karma is illusory then anyone can escape from karma any time they like – regardless of their

current karmic status – just by seeing through the illusion of karma. You could be the evilest

man ever (karmically damned to endless horror), and yet be “enlightened” the next instant and

completely free from karma. They don’t teach you that in Karma School!This view is

reminiscent of Christianity where a moral paragon who doesn’t believe in Jesus Christ is

condemned to hell, while an immoral monster who converts to Christianity on his deathbed

goes straight to heaven! So much for morality. It manifestly doesn’t count for anything. And it is



therefore immoral! It doesn’t reward the good and it fails to punish the evil.The karmic force is

supposedly part of the universe, yet it can supposedly be escaped, which is equivalent to

claiming that you can escape from the universe! This is the absurdity you arrive at when “real

forces” can instantly be reframed as illusory forces with no actual existence.Why not say that

existence is an illusion and you cease to exist as soon as you see through the illusion?

Schopenhauer came quite close to that view. He believed that everything was will, which was

evil in his view, and the task was therefore to cease to will, and thus to escape from all the evil

and suffering engineered by the will. Of course, if everything is will, you can’t escape will. You

can only create an illusion that you have. The best you can really do is carry out those actions

that seem to have the least exercising of will associated with them, and then you are minimally

part of the system of willing.A Hindu website says, “The whole of Hindu spiritual life is aimed at

liberation, freedom from the bad karma which attaches to human souls and leads to rebirth or

reincarnation. Being good is worth it: good karma leads to a better life in this and the next

world, and eventually to total freedom.”So, here we are told that Hindus need to be good to

overcome “bad karma”, which causes them to be reincarnated. We are explicitly told that “good

karma leads to a better life in this and the next world”, which implies that if you maximize your

good karma, you get the best possible life. But apparently not. Apparently once you have

acquired enough good karma, you do not continue to inhabit the karmic world. Instead, you

leave the karmic system entirely and achieve “total freedom”, which has to be understood as

total freedom from karma! Isn’t it odd that you are told to be karmically good, but only so that

you can escape karma, meaning that karma is inherently a bad thing? How can you achieve

good karma in a system where karma is an innate badness, and something that must be

escaped? As you would expect, no Hindu ever discusses such things.Schopenhauer, a

Western philosopher who understood Eastern philosophy much better than Eastern mystics

and gurus, said that existence – which, intriguingly, he regarded as the Will to Exist (which

places existence very much in the mental rather than material sphere) – is intrinsically evil.

Karma, therefore, is intrinsically evil too since it is part of this evil system. To escape the evil

system, the individual had in some to stop willing and thus cease to exist, hence they would be

definitively liberated from evil and suffering. This was Schopenhauer’s understanding of

“nirvana”. But how can the Will to Exist cease to keep willing, i.e., to carry out its core, defining

function? Even Schopenhauer couldn’t find any intelligible way out of that conundrum. He

obscurely suggested that if the will could somehow focus on the timeless, beautiful Platonic

Forms, especially the Form of the Good, then it could escape from the temporal striving that

afflicted the Will and tune into eternal repose. Yet it would take an act of will to accomplish that,

not a cessation of willing!The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy says, “Schopenhauer’s

violent vision of the daily world sends him on a quest for tranquility, and he pursues this by

retracing the path through which Will objectifies itself. He discovers more peaceful states of

mind by directing his every day, practically-oriented consciousness towards more extraordinary,

universal and less-individuated states of mind, since he believes that the violence that a

person experiences is proportional to the degree to which that person’s consciousness is

individuated and objectifying. His view is that with less individuation and objectification, there is

less conflict, less pain and more peace. One way to achieve a more tranquil state of

consciousness is through aesthetic perception. This is a special state of perceptual

consciousness where we apprehend some spatio-temporal object and discern through this

object, the object’s essence, archetype, or ‘Platonic Idea’ that corresponds to the type of object

in question. In this form of perception, we lose ourselves in the object, forget about our

individuality, and become the clear mirror of the object.”However, Schopenhauer acknowledged



that people could engage in aesthetic perception for only brief periods, so this escape offered

no genuine transcendence. The longer-term solution, he believed, was to pursue an ascetic life

and to attempt to minimize willing by engaging minimally with the world, but always his stance

was haunted by a clear contradiction which he never addressed, namely that to wish to cease

willing would itself require an act of will, so you are engaging the very thing with which you are

seeking to dispense. In a system of Will to Exist, you cannot will not to exist, since that is

contrary to the essence of the Will to Exist. (By the same logic, in a karmic system, you cannot

employ karma to escape from karma since you are engaging the very thing you are trying to

reject.)The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy says, “Schopenhauer believes that a person

who experiences the truth of human nature from a moral perspective – who appreciates how

spatial and temporal forms of knowledge generate a constant passing away, continual

suffering, vain striving and inner tension – will be so repulsed by the human condition and by

the pointlessly striving Will of which it is a manifestation, that he or she will lose the desire to

affirm the objectified human situation in any of its manifestations. The result is an attitude of

denial towards our will-to-live that Schopenhauer identifies with an ascetic attitude of

renunciation, resignation, and will-lessness, but also with composure and tranquility. In a

manner reminiscent of traditional Buddhism, he recognizes that life is filled with unavoidable

frustration and acknowledges that the suffering caused by this frustration can itself be reduced

by minimizing one’s desires.”As ever, contradiction reigns. To wish to minimize one’s desires is

itself a desire! You’re not escaping desire, you’re exercising it. There’s no way out.The Buddhist

desire to escape suffering is a desire and the more you strive to maximize this desire, the more

trapped you are by desire and the more attached you are to desire, yet Buddhism is

supposedly about escaping from desire and attachment, the primary causes of suffering in the

Buddha’s view!The BBC says, “Karma is a concept encountered in several Eastern religions,

although having different meanings.”Isn’t it amusing, and revealing, that supporters of karma

cannot agree on what karma is? How come if meditation is so enlightening, all the meditators

cannot agree on a common definition? It’s as if they’re all making it up! So much for

meditation.The BBC says, “Good karma can result in being born in one of the heavenly realms.

Bad karma can cause rebirth as an animal, or torment in a hell realm. Buddhists try to cultivate

good karma and avoid bad. However, the aim of Buddhism is to escape the cycle of rebirth

altogether, not simply to acquire good karma and so to be born into a more pleasant state.”Isn’t

it fascinating that the Buddhists aren’t so much interested in acquiring good karma – that

doesn’t liberate you from the karmic system of rebirth – but in achieving a state that transcends

karma, thus liberating them from karmic rebirth? But how can you transcend karma from within

the karmic system if you are following a path designed to avoid bad karma and produce good

karma? True Buddhist wisdom would say that there is no karma – it’s illusory (it’s part of the

order of illusory reality) – and therefore all that Buddhism requires you to do is abandon your

belief in karma, since there’s no such thing! But that’s not what Buddhism says. It treats karma

as a real thing, even though the notion that you can escape karma means that it cannot be a

real thing since you cannot escape reality.If the real task is to understand that karma is an

illusion, why even talk about karma? All you’re doing is pandering to the illusion! If you don’t

refer to it at all, people can’t be trapped by it. And if karma is illusory, so is “bad karma”, and so

is “good karma”. Acts you perform are neither karmically good or bad. That’s just a label you

attach. And if the whole thing is an illusion, how can it have real effects? How can you literally

be reborn into the world with a karmic inheritance, which will either punish you or reward you, if

there is in fact no such thing as karma? You don’t need to escape karma because it doesn’t

exist in the first place. The whole idea is the purest nonsense.Eastern religion invents karma to



trap people, just as Western religion invents sin to trap them. Nietzsche wrote, “When man no

longer regards himself as evil he ceases to be so.” An Eastern Nietzsche would have written,

“When man no longer regards himself as karmic he ceases to be so.” That’s the end of karma

right there – when people stop believing in it, stop taking the idea seriously, stop treating it as

real. Hinduism and Buddhism are total nonsense because they are predicated on karma, which

is an illusion! They themselves say so!Alternatively, there are somehow two realities – one

karmic and one non-karmic – and we all have the scope to escape from the karmic to the non-

karmic. However, in that case, Buddhism should be entirely about the ontology of the two

domains and how they coexist and interact. (How does karma interact with non-karma?) In

what way can we reside in one of these domains – the karmic one – and yet have the

possibility of going to the other domain without karma? Buddhism doesn’t explain any of this

and isn’t interested in any of this. Instead, it’s all about suffering, overcoming desire, detaching,

meditating, and so on. It basically says that if we follow the Buddhist path, we just suddenly

and miraculously relocate our mind to the non-karmic domain, while our body continues to

exist in the karmic domain.The Buddha seemingly spent 45 years on earth as an Enlightened

One. Being “Enlightened” certainly didn’t make him persuasive to any non-Buddhists, and we

search in vain for any coherent explanation of Buddhism in relation to ontology, epistemology,

metaphysics, physics, mathematics, and so on. Schopenhauer made the best attempt to

explain Buddhism, via Western philosophy. He was a great genius but even he couldn’t make it

into a coherent system.In Schopenhauer’s system, you overcome “karma” by understanding

his philosophy and following his advice on how to minimize or cease willing, the source of all

suffering in his view. How many Buddhists understand Schopenhauer’s philosophy? More or

less none. What if Schopenhauer was the Enlightened One rather than the Buddha? How

would any Buddhist propose to settle that question?Buddhism has nothing to do with reality. It’s

just another belief system, centered on illusory things. By its own admission.'= '= '=Biology concerns

“particulars” – bodies in space and time that sense the world (their environment) and react

instinctively to it, i.e., they use the default behaviors of their particular species. They require no

self-awareness, no knowledge, no understanding. They don’t make plans. They don’t reflect on

the past and try to make the future better. They exist non-judgmentally in the moment … like

perfect meditators, the perfectly mindful. They are fully present to “now”. They are nothing but

programmed biological robots, Cartesian automata, in so many ways.How does biology escape

from biology (in order to produce consciousness and culture)? This question can be reframed

as how do you move from content to form, from semantics to syntax, from the sensible to the

intelligible, from truths of fact to truths of reason, from matters of fact to relations of ideas, from

the synthetic a posteriori to the analytic a priori, from the parts to the whole, from the empirical

to the rational, from the information carried to the information carrier, from induction to

deduction, from science to mathematics, from particulars to universals, from genes to memes,

from biology to culture, from biology to language, from biology to knowledge, from matter to

mind, from sensing to thinking, from instinct to consciousness.The trick, and this is what

evolution is actually all about, is to undergo a phase transition from being reactive to the world

to achieving proactivity. On earth, only humans are proactive. Only humans can plan and

change their environment. Proactivity is consciousness. You need to leave the non-knowledge

system of instinct and arrive at the knowledge system of consciousness. Language is what

allows this foundational transition. Think of language as a detachable programming language

(detachable from biology, which concerns instinctual programming). Humans can reprogram

themselves with this mobile language. Animals cannot. They don’t have a language to allow

them to overthrow instinct.Language is the basis of culture. Language is consciousness.



Language is knowledge. Language is the antidote to biology. Humanity expends a massive

effort in educating its children to read, write and be numerate. The whole of childhood is taken

up by education. Animals, by contrast, “educate” their offspring instinctually in days, or even

hours. Or, rather, they instinctually care for their offspring until they can fend for themselves.No

animal other than the human is concerned with teaching and learning language. Language is

the supreme game changer.So, the fundamental question becomes, whence language? Can a

non-language universe evolve language? The answer to that is an emphatic no. There is no

Cartesian substance dualism. You cannot have a non-language reality coexisting and

interacting with a language reality. The two realities would have absolutely no means of

understanding and communicating with each other. There would be no relationship at all.

However, if reality is made of language – the ur language, the most universal language, which

can be used to formulate any particular language – then it’s inevitable that language will

appear here, there and everywhere.Reality has its own language and is its own language.

Reality is ontological mathematics. But this is too difficult for the human mind to apprehend

directly. The human mind has to work its way up to the truth. For the human mind to grasp the

truth, it first has to construct its own manmade languages. Only then can it start to work out

that there is a fundamental language, of which all human languages are faint echoes.Humanity

once believed in a divine language – the one used by Adam and Eve in their interactions with

God. Wikipedia says, “The Adamic language, according to Jewish tradition and some

Christians, is the language spoken by Adam (and possibly Eve) in the Garden of Eden. It is

variously interpreted as either the language used by God to address Adam (the divine

language), or the language invented by Adam with which he named all things (including Eve) ...

Umberto Eco (1993) notes that Genesis is ambiguous on whether the language of Adam was

preserved by Adam's descendants until the confusion of tongues, or if it began to evolve

naturally even before Babel. … Dante Alighieri addresses the topic in his De vulgari eloquentia

(1302-1305). He argues that the Adamic language is of divine origin and therefore

unchangeable. He also notes that according to Genesis, the first speech act is due to Eve,

addressing the serpent, and not to Adam.”The “God language” is in fact ontological

mathematics. It’s numerical, not verbal, and that’s why humanity has struggled so much with it.

If you look around the world, you don’t see numbers, quantities, mathematical functions. What

you see are objects that you can label with manmade words such as “tree”, “grass”,

“mountain”, “river”, “sky”, and so on. Therefore, people are much more likely to relate to the

world verbally rather than numerically, even though if you could look beneath trees, grass,

mountains, rivers, the sky, and everything else, you would find nothing but numbers, quantities,

functions. But people live with surfaces and appearances, and these are much more easily

labeled verbally than numerically, hence people, consciously, have highly verbal psyches,

poorly adapted for numbers.The unconscious mind, by contrast with consciousness, naturally

understands ontological mathematics and uses it all the time. A simple way to grasp this is to

watch any sportsperson throwing a ball, catching a ball, passing a ball, striking a ball with a

cue or bat or racket or foot or hand. Think of their mastery of angles, speeds, trajectories, spin,

forces, environmental conditions, wind speed, humidity, and so on. None of these people could

ever consciously do these calculations, but they can perform them effortlessly with their

unconscious.The problem with mathematics is that whereas the unconscious can perform it

with absolute ease, consciousness finds it staggeringly difficult. To see that, just consider that

mathematics is the most hated subject in the world, and also the hardest. The vast majority of

brilliant mathematicians, logicians and physicists – those most involved with technical

mathematics – have had Asperger’s Syndrome, i.e., they are high-functioning autistics with



savant-type skills. The manipulation of symbols and numbers comes easily to them, but the

price they pay is that they are often hopeless socially. We might almost say that the numerical

mind is in direct competition with the verbal mind. The more brilliant you are numerically, the

worse you are at verbal communication.It’s incredibly rare to find people who are both highly

literate and highly numerate. C. P. Snow spoke of “two cultures” in relation to the catastrophic

split between the humanities and science. Snow said, “I believe the intellectual life of the whole

of western society is increasingly being split into two polar groups. When I say the intellectual

life, I mean to include also a large part of our practical life, because I should be the last person

to suggest the two can at the deepest level be distinguished. … Two polar groups: at one pole

we have the literary intellectuals, who incidentally while no one was looking took to referring to

themselves as ‘intellectuals’ as though there were no others. I remember G. H. Hardy [the

mathematician] once remarking to me in mild puzzlement, some time in the 1930s: ‘Have you

noticed how the word “intellectual” is used nowadays? There seems to be a new definition

which certainly doesn't include Rutherford or Eddington or Dirac or Adrian or me. It does seem

rather odd, don’t y’know?’. … Literary intellectuals at one pole – at the other scientists, and as

the most representative, the physical scientists. Between the two a gulf of mutual

incomprehension – sometimes (particularly among the young) hostility and dislike, but most of

all lack of understanding. They have a curious distorted image of each other. Their attitudes are

so different that, even on the level of emotion, they can’t find much common ground.”This is

stunningly true. Hardly anyone bridges the gap between the humanities and science. In the

vast majority of people, the circuits for one exclude the circuits for the other. Only a tiny number

of people have the circuits for both. One of the reasons why our books don’t prosper is that

they are hated by scientists for being too “artistic” and hated by “artists” for being too technical.

By bridging the two cultures, we end up being hated by both cultures rather than embraced by

both.Snow said, “I believe the pole of total incomprehension of science radiates its influence on

all the rest. That total incomprehension gives, much more pervasively than we realize, living in

it, an unscientific flavor to the whole ‘traditional’ culture, and that unscientific flavor is often,

much more than we admit, on the point of turning anti-scientific. The feelings of one pole

become the anti-feelings of the other. If the scientists have the future in their bones, then the

traditional culture responds by wishing the future did not exist. It is the traditional culture, to an

extent remarkably little diminished by the emergence of the scientific one, which manages the

western world.”The traditional culture detests the hard subjects of mathematics, philosophy,

science, and engineering. Anything to do with reason and logic is jettisoned. It’s all about

feelings and mystical intuitions and the senses – all the easy stuff. Capitalist consumerism

devotes itself entirely to people’s feelings, mystical intuitions and senses. It never goes near

mathematics. The economy sets the culture. Always follow the money.Snow said, “This

polarization is sheer loss to us all. To us as people, and to our society. It is at the same time

practical and intellectual and creative loss, and I repeat that it is false to imagine that those

three considerations are clearly separable.”Snow’s observations are reminiscent of Nietzsche’s

dichotomy of the Apollonian (scientific culture, shall we say), and the Dionysian (the

humanities, shall we say). You can’t afford to go too far in either direction. You must always aim

for a synthesis.Nietzsche feared the total domination of culture by the Apollonian. In fact, it is

the Dionysian that has triumphed everywhere. Or, it might be truer to say that small pockets of

culture are overwhelmingly Apollonian – all those concerned with the technology of society,

which is incomprehensible to almost everyone in the general population – while everything else

is Dionysian. People consume technology constantly, but they know nothing about how it

actually works. They are ignorant of technology’s form, but are addicted to its content. The



interfaces to technology are easy to use, but they reveal nothing about the nuts and bolts of the

technology. If all the world’s technologists vanished, the whole technological apparatus of the

world would collapse in days. The billions of people who have smartphones wouldn’t have the

vaguest idea how to keep the smartphone infrastructure running. Smartphones would rapidly

become useless.We ought to have an Apollonian (Logos) culture for work and all the serious

issues, and the Dionysian (Mythos) culture for play, recreation, blowing off steam, relaxation …

everything that isn’t serious. Instead, the Apollonian culture is shunted off into various sidings

and silos, while Dionysian Mythos is taken with the utmost seriousness and sets the world’s

values. That’s why everything is so mad.Snow said, “The [humanities people] give a pitying

chuckle at the news of scientists who have never read a major work of English literature. They

dismiss them as ignorant specialists. Yet their own ignorance and their own specialization is

just as startling. A good many times I have been present at gatherings of people who, by the

standards of the traditional culture, are thought highly educated and who have with

considerable gusto been expressing their incredulity at the illiteracy of scientists. Once or twice

I have been provoked and have asked the company how many of them could describe the

Second Law of Thermodynamics. The response was cold: it was also negative. Yet I was

asking something which is about the scientific equivalent of Have you read a work of

Shakespeare’s? … I now believe that if I had asked an even simpler question – such as, What

do you mean by mass, or acceleration, which is the scientific equivalent of saying, Can you

read? – not more than one in ten of the highly educated would have felt that I was speaking the

same language. So the great edifice of modern physics goes up, and the majority of the

cleverest people in the western world have about as much insight into it as their neolithic

ancestors would have had.”This last line is devastatingly true. Some of the most powerful

people in our world – politicians, media commentators, lawyers, influencers, advertisers,

marketing managers, brand managers, religious leaders, and so on – have as much

understanding of physics as cave men! Just as many scientists do indeed have zero literacy

outside of their particular scientific specialization, many non-scientists also have 100%

scientific illiteracy – which is exactly why they are so taken in by scientific claims. They have no

means to assess where science is valid and where it isn’t. Science is 100% invalid regarding

everything to do with mind, for the simple reason that it doesn’t accept the existence of mind in

any meaningful sense.A culture based on very narrow specialization is dangerous. We need a

culture based on wide general knowledge.Evolution has proved exceptionally poor at yielding

wide-spectrum, general intelligence. It prefers specialized intelligence. Or no intelligence at all.

It’s now well-understood that humans can engage in “fast thinking” (System 1), or “slow

thinking” (System 2). All difficult, technical subjects belong to System 2. The vast majority of

people operate with System 1 thinking, never managing to transition to System 2. Most of the

thinking concerning the humanities never rises above System 1. It’s not intellectually

demanding. It’s highly emotional and intuitive. The only “logic” it follows is that of stories, in

which most people are immersed, via movies, novels, TV shows, the Bible, and so on.System

1 thinking allows a swift “mapping” of reality. Evolution decided it was much more important for

humans to be able to respond rapidly to situations than to carefully consider and analyze what

was happening. This means that few humans are capable of System 2 thinking.Verbal thinking

– matching manmade words to objects and actions – is very fast. Matching objects and actions

to mathematical functions is incredibly difficult, at least for consciousness. Yet our unconscious

can easily turn mathematics into objects, actions, events, people – it does it every time we

dream! It makes up all of these things out of our basis thoughts.The difficulty lies in

consciousness emulating the unconscious. Consciousness functions with manmade language.



The unconscious functions with mathematical language.The nature of human existence will

change absolutely when humans can consciously perform System 1 mathematical thinking,

i.e., think as effortlessly mathematically as they can in terms of manmade

language.Ontological mathematics supports basic instinct. To become conscious, humanity

had to invent a different language, with which it could rapidly, qualitatively, map all the stuff of

the world (all the stuff created by ontological mathematics) with its physical senses. It had to be

an add-on to instinct that could control instinct. If the consciousness is number-based, the add-

on language must not be number-based, or it will be absorbed by the unconscious. So, the add-

on language must concern words rather than numbers. It must be verbal.Even if humanity

becomes much more consciously mathematical, it will still be the unconscious that actually

performs ontological mathematical operations. The conscious mathematical mind will be able

to direct the unconscious mathematical mind much as, in lucid dreaming, the conscious verbal

mind can direct the unconscious mathematical mind. Mathematical consciousness will have an

expanded repertoire of course because mathematics is much more powerful than manmade

language.Humanity doesn’t yet have the proper brainpower for being mathematically

conscious. But it will. Ontological mathematics will take humanity to its destination. Manmade

language never will. It’s too low-powered. It’s too cut off from reality.Humanity already knows

what it needs to do to become divine. It needs to engage in lucid dreaming, but in the waking

state (lucid waking, in other words). In a lucid dream, the conscious mind directs the

unconscious mind to serve up what it wishes. Now imagine all conscious minds working

together to get the Collective Unconscious to serve up what they collectively want. The more

they talk the language of the unconscious – the language of nature (ontological mathematics)

– the better they can direct the unconscious. This is particularly true in relation to all non-local

phenomena, such as out-of-body experiences and near-death experiences, which can only be

understood mathematically.'= '= '=Science is the language of sensory, phenomenal mathematics.

Mathematics has an appearance. It appears as the universe. Science imagines that the

universe is the appearance of something else, namely matter. But what is matter? All we know

about it is what can be stated mathematically. Other than that, “matter” is a mystery. It would

cease to be a mystery if it simply were mathematics. Matter is in fact just mathematical

language expressed visually in space and persisting through time.What is DNA? It’s a

biological language code.Everything is about language. There is no such thing as non-

language.Language is pattern. Language is structure. Language is communication. Nothing

can communicate without language. For everything to communicate with everything else,

everything has to be language. Everything is the language of ontological mathematics.It’s

straightforward to get from mathematical language to scientific language (physics, chemistry,

biology). Science is mathematics clothed in space and time. It’s mathematics with a visual

appearance. It’s tangible mathematics.But how do you get from natural language

(mathematics) to artificial language (invented language)? No animal has managed it on earth,

with one exception … humans. Humans invented human languages. In doing so, they took over

the world.Language can be equated to culture and it’s culture that brings about freedom from

biology (instinct). A species with biology alone can change only as fast as biology changes,

and that’s extraordinarily slowly. A species with culture can mentally change as fast as culture

changes, and that’s at breathtaking speed, as the last 5,000 years of human history

reveal.How do you get from biology to manmade language (genes to memes)? Humans

needed to create a code linking the things of the world to arbitrary signals (arbitrary sounds

(speech) and arbitrary signs (writing)). The arbitrary signals were then used to reference the

things of the world, allowing those things of the world to be thought about even in their



absence.Animals are trapped in the present. They always react to the things of the world right

in front of them. They never reflect on those things at night, or out of sight. They have no

means to do so. Humans, by contrast, can close their eyes and think about the world. What

they are actually thinking about is their system of arbitrary signals but since these constitute a

code for referring to the things of the world, they can think about the things of the world while

they’re at it. With these arbitrary signals, humans can trigger their internal senses. So, a human

being who says the word “tree” to themselves, can immediately picture a tree using their

internal visual sense. The image appears in their “mind’s eye”. (It’s actually the unconscious

dream mind that serves up this image, having been triggered by the conscious reference to

“tree” to do so.)In a sense, manmade language creates time. An animal, mentally, does not

experience time. It exists permanently in the now. It never reflects on the past. It can’t. It never

anticipates the future. It can’t. All it does is inhabit the now. All it does is instinctively react to

whatever is in front of it in the present moment. It has no code for mapping the world. It lacks

language. Once you have language, you can reflect on the past, even though it has ceased to

exist, and you can plan for the future, even though it doesn’t yet exist. That’s because language

allows you to think about anything you have labeled, whether present or not, and even whether

it exists or not. Instinct, by contrast, is a simple challenge-response system. The environment

presents a stimulus to an animal and the animal responds, using the default repertoire of its

species (its species instincts).You never under any circumstances see any animal departing

from its species instincts, unless it is reacting to humans, and that’s only because humans

create an environment which animals have never encountered in nature, hence their instincts

start to fail them and they might be triggered to try something experimental. It will either work,

or it won’t. If it works, the animal will repeat it. If it doesn’t, it won’t. This is basic operant

conditioning. This is Pavlov’s dogs.The big game is to encode one sensory signal in terms of

another, one that can be constructed. A human’s main sense is sight, which is concerned with

light. Humans cannot invent sights, unless they are hallucinating. A human’s next main sense is

hearing/speech, concerned with sound, and receiving it or producing it. The fact that humans

can both hear sound and make sound is critical. Imagine the visual equivalent: you could both

see sights and make sights.We can make sights and sounds in our dreams, but we cannot

make sights in real life, i.e., we have no sight-based organ that corresponds to our vocal cords

(which allow us to generate sounds). However, we can make sounds. So, we can invent

arbitrary sound signals which we can then attach to fixed, natural visual signals, the things of

the world.How, historically – in evolutionary terms – did this happen? How did manmade

sounds get linked to non-manmade sights? The most likely mechanism is that some humans

had synesthesic hallucinations, i.e., tribal chieftains or shamans found themselves

experiencing specific sounds whenever they encountered specific visual stimuli. Imagine

looking at a tree and always hearing the sound “tree” in your head. Or always looking at the sky

and hearing the sound “sky”. Every time you looked at a tree, you heard the same word (tree).

Every time you looked at the sky, you heard the same word (sky). Every time you looked at

anything, you immediately heard a characteristic sound. By synesthesic conditioning, if you

said the word “tree” in the absence of an actual tree, you would automatically produce a picture

of a tree in your mind’s eye. Think of how powerful that is: to be able to think of one thing in

terms of another thing which immediately triggers the thought of the first thing. Two systems –

sight and sound – have been linked. You can code each system in terms of the other.This idea

of language being acquired via synesthesia invites a number of questions. Did all humans in a

tribe share the same synesthesia? That is, if they all saw a tree, did they all hear the same

sound (“tree”)? Did they share a common mind, a colony mind? That is, did all minds tune into



whatever the ruler of the colony (the “queen”) was thinking, so they all shared the synesthesia

of the leader? Or did the leader or shaman, the dominant of the tribe, teach everyone else in

the tribe how to associate particular sounds, which the leader personally experienced

synesthesically, with particular visual objects?Have we mostly lost the synesthesia that ancient

humans may have experienced vividly as a matter of course? Were human brains of the past

completely different from modern brains because of drastically different patterns of synaptic

pruning? (A brain-mind complex equipped with consciousness prunes brain connections

differently from one without consciousness since it has very different priorities.)Nowadays, we

are explicitly taught when we are children to link certain sounds to certain images. That’s how

we learn language. We could call this induced or conditioned synesthesia as opposed to

natural synesthesia. But the originators of human languages were not taught those languages,

so how did they end up linking specific sounds to specific sights so that to invoke one was also

to invoke the other? No other animal has done this. Synesthesia, a natural way of linking

separate sensory signals, provides the most plausible explanation. Hallucinogens used by

shamans may perhaps have played a role, bringing about drug-induced synesthesia.If you say

the word “tree” to yourself, you will definitely produce a picture of a tree in your mind’s eye. If

you picture a tree, or see a tree, the word “tree” will automatically come to mind. The two are

now tied together. Something manmade – a particular sound – has been hardwired to

something in nature. Nature has, so to speak, taken on a partly manmade aspect. We have

added to nature. We have supplemented nature. We have enhanced nature with a manmade

language.Since language concerns universals (e.g., we can universalize all particular trees

using one word, “tree”, in a highly Platonist way), we can now move away from sensory things

(particulars) and concentrate on intellectually relating universals to each other. This process

leads, inevitably, to ultimate universalization, i.e., what is the universal that explains everything,

the universal that underlies all other universals (and thus all particulars)? For Pythagoras and

Leibniz, it was the Monad. For Plato, it was the Form of the Good. For Aristotle, it was God

(pure actuality, pure matterless form). For Christians, it was God. For Hegel, it was the Absolute

Idea. For Schopenhauer, it was the Will to Exist. For Hartmann, it was the Unconscious

(combining reason and will; rationalism and irrationalism). For Nietzsche, it was the Will to

Power.Critically, you cannot see the Monad, the Form of the Good, matterless Form, the

Absolute Idea, the Will to Exist, the Will to Power, or the Unconscious. The ultimate universal is

not a sensory particular. It’s that which causes all sensory particulars.All knowledge is cast in

terms of universals. Knowledge concerns that which connects and explains things. Particulars

never explain themselves. Language concerns the depiction of particulars in terms of

universals. Language is how we apply universals to particulars. Having used a small number of

universals to describe a vast number of particulars (all the individual sensory things of the

world), we can then think about reality in terms of this small set of universals, which allows us

to model the actual world in countless different ways. A person who wants to think about trees,

for example, just needs to think about the concept – the universal – of “tree”, and not the

countless particular trees in the world, in order to reach far-reaching conclusions about all the

world’s trees. Once humans have decided that the universal tree is good for burning (for fuel),

or for cutting down in order to produce wood for construction, or whatever, then every particular

tree is viewed in these terms. The universal tree is the model for all trees. We don’t need to

think about all trees, just the universal tree. Everything becomes much simpler and more

manageable.All particulars are explained by underlying universals, and, finally, one supreme

universal, the root of all. In ontological mathematics, this is the Principle of Sufficient Reason,

but it could also be described as the Monad, the Form of the Good, matterless Form, God, the



Absolute Idea, the Will (to perfection or perfect power), the Unconscious (seeking to evolve

consciousness and become self-aware).Science, even though it rejects mathematics as real,

seeks one mathematical equation to unify all scientific knowledge.You can never see the

ultimate universal, but you can certainly see its observable effects.Any creature trapped in the

world of particulars can never free itself from instinct and move to a knowledge

system.Knowledge is all about connectivity, about understanding what links things and explains

things. You never reach knowledge through observation. You reach knowledge through

thinking, through reason and logic, through universalization.Humanity escaped from biology by

generating a code which could be used to describe the world while being separate from the

world. That’s what manmade language is. Language allows the construction of a mind space, a

language space, a culture space, which models the world without being the world.Wikipedia

says, “The picture theory of language, also known as the picture theory of meaning, is a theory

of linguistic reference and meaning articulated by Ludwig Wittgenstein in the Tractatus Logico-

Philosophicus. ... Picture theory of language states that statements are meaningful if they can

be defined or pictured in the real world.”Derek A. McDougall wrote, “Wittgenstein reported that

this picture analogy came to him when he read about how a Parisian car crash was

represented in the courtroom by way of a model in which toy cars and dolls stood for the

victims of the accident. So it would seem that the physical resemblance between the reality

and the model must have been instrumental in awaking him to the possibility that this notion of

a picture might have an important role to play in his considerations. Indeed, the very idea of a

‘fit’ between the toy cars, the pedestrians and their ‘real’ counterparts, would appear to lie at

the center of what the ‘Picture Theory’ is all about. The isomorphism between the elements of

the picture, and the elements of the ‘real’ accident, is primarily what strikes us when we think

about and go on to reflect more deeply upon those more traditional accounts provided by

mostly earlier commentators on the Tractatus, of what must have struck Wittgenstein when he

considered this courtroom confrontation.”Wittgenstein was right to propose that manmade

language, at its most basic, pictures or models the real world, but in a separate space. He was

wrong in thinking that anything that exists in the language space which is not picturing

something in the real world cannot relate to reality. Only an empiricist could reach such a

conclusion. A rationalist sees that language not only allows us to picture the observable world

but also the unobservable world. A language can construct universals, which are never seen in

the world. It can model particulars via universals. And then it can also model relations between

the universals, an exercise which can never be empirical. No one can empirically observe

causation, but it is 100% certain that causation exists. Causation is a rational relation providing

the sufficient reason for interactions between particular things. Causation is one of the most

fundamental universals. No one can observe it, yet it is essential to any rational, logical,

coherent, holistic picture of reality. To seek – as so many empiricists do – to abolish causation

because it cannot be empirically observed, in order to replace it with acausation, which cannot

be empirically observed either, amounts to total insanity. Empiricists always want to get rid of

rational universals, and all for exactly the same reason: they cannot be empirically observed.

They are “hidden variables”, which undermine science’s whole project of dealing only with

empirical observables. Anything else would destroy science’s paradigm.The magic of

language, an aspect which was dismissed by Wittgenstein, was that it can take us from physics

(concerning observables) to metaphysics (concerning the unobservables that explain the

observables). It can model particulars and the relations between particulars using universals,

and it can then model the relations between universals and other universals. It can model

matters of fact and relations of ideas. It can model truths of fact and truths of reason. It can



model the synthetic a posteriori and the analytic a priori. It can address holism as well as parts.

It can address coherence as well as correspondence. It can address completeness and

consistency. It can address the top down as well as the bottom up.Language takes us way

beyond the physical, the observable, the phenomenal, and provides us access to the

metaphysical, the unobservable, the noumenal.Manmade language, for all its defects,

nevertheless allows us to find our way to nature’s own language, ontological mathematics, the

base language, the universal language.Why is science so hostile to the idea that reality is

made of language (mathematics) rather than non-language (matter)? It’s because that

automatically means that reality is intelligent, teleological, and all about mind. That’s exactly

what horrifies science. Science wants to believe in a mindless, lifeless, unintelligent,

purposeless universe of blind stuff. Yet, to make any progress, it has to apply the language of

mathematics to this dead, pointless stuff. It regards this language as an unreal, manmade

abstraction. Under no circumstances would it take the logical step and regard mathematics as

real, natural and concrete (ontological), and matter as the unreal, manmade abstraction.The

very fact that science has to use language proves that it is impossible to escape language. The

essential role of language in understanding reality of course means that reality is language. If

reality had nothing to do with language, language could not possibly shed any light on it. There

is no substance dualism of language and non-language. Language and non-language do not

mix.If we subtracted language from the equation, how would scientists propose to make any

sense of matter? What would they use to render it intelligible? You could stare at matter –

“observe it” – literally forever, and still know nothing about it. That’s what animals do. Animals

sense the world but have no idea what anything is. They don’t know what the moon is, what the

sun is, what the wind is, what rain is, what the ocean is, what grass is, what trees are. They

don’t know what anything is because they cannot deploy language (intelligibility). They respond

instinctually to everything.Scientists are so idiotic that they believe that the sensing of the world

(what animals do) is the key part of science, when in fact it’s the applying of mathematical

intelligibility to science that provides all of science’s success. It’s when scientists arrive at

language that science becomes useful, yet no scientist can grasp that it’s language

(rationalism), not observation (empiricism; non-language) that drives science.It’s extraordinary

that scientists can simultaneously be so absolutely dependent on language and so utterly

dismissive and contemptuous of it. How can the very means you use to render reality

intelligible be something to which you assign no importance in and of itself? The reason why

this is so critical is that a sensory world of matter is inherently unintelligible. Materialism is

unintelligible.Materialists make matter intelligible by applying mathematical language to it, but

their dogmatic ideology demands that they regard mathematics as unreal – because they’re

not so dumb that they don’t understand that if they consider mathematics real then that

demolishes materialism! You cannot have a dualism of mathematics and non-mathematics

(matter). They cannot coexist. They cannot interact. So, either mathematics is real or matter is

real. It’s as simple as that. Ontological mathematics accepts the reality of mathematics,

meaning that “matter” is pure math (and indeed everything we know about matter is furnished

by math).Science accepts the reality of matter and so it requires the unreality of mathematics.

Therefore, it has to make the insane claim that the way to make “real” matter intelligible is via

“unreal” mathematics. But how can something unreal shed any light at all on something real?

That’s a category error, yet it lies at the heart of science and is accepted by 100% of scientists.

Science is literally a wholesale category error, formulated by sensing types because they lack

the intellect of thinking types. Sensing types have a “matter” psyche. They are all about what

they sense. Thinking types have a “language” psyche. They are all about structured thinking,



which is of course conducted by way of structured language.All sensing types are

automatically drawn to matter (as the thing that is sensed), and that is what is real for them.

They are all materialists and empiricists. They are inevitably pulled into science’s orbit.
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Dymithrius Sant'Anna, “The Decline of Science, Mysticism and Abrahamism.. This is another

brilliant addition to Sinclair's literary works, touching on the many fallacies encountered in the

arguments of all mystic types, feeling types and sensing types (namely new agers, love and

lighters, abrahamists, and followers of scientism), many of whom have attempted - in the past

and to this day - to counter-argue reason and logic with their own biases and irrational

assertions. But there is nowhere else to turn to, whether it's philosophy, psychology, science or

religion - Ontological Mathematics is the paradigm shift that will turn ''base humanity into gold

humanity''.Do you understand the monumental task that is being undertaken? Can you fathom

what's at stake? Read the book, along with all the other authors associated with David Sinclair,

and find out what exactly you stumbled upon.”

rowan, “Philosophically brilliant. David Sinclair knocks another one out of the park with this

foray into the essence of our true being. If you don't know what you are made of, what do you

really know? Learn it!”

The book by David Sinclair has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 14 people have provided feedback.
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